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Introduction
CONNECT Beyond is a bold regional mobility plan that sets the vision f or how to better connect the
rural, suburban, and urban communities in 12 counties across two states. The CONNECT Beyond
region is a diverse area made up of rural communities, small towns, suburban areas, urban hubs,
and booming business districts. The CONNECT Beyond region includes Anson, Cabarrus,
Cleveland, Gaston, Iredell, Lincoln, Mecklenburg, Rowan, Stanly, and Union Counties in North
Carolina, and the urbanized areas of Lancaster and York Counties in South Carolina. Each county
has its own unique geography, diverse demographics, and its own set of transportation challenges
and needs. To build a more connected f uture, where people can travel across municipal, county, and
state lines with greater convenience and ef f iciency, Centralina Regional Council, the Metropolitan
Transit Commission, the Gaston-Cleveland-Lincoln Metropolitan Planning Organization (GCLMPO),
and regional project partners created an innovative regional mobility plan that will transf orm the
region’s mobility future.
Located in the western part of the CONNECT Beyond study area, GCLMPO f ully encompasses
Gaston, Cleveland, and Lincoln counties. Gaston County is home to Gastonia Transit, the MPO’s
primary f ixed route transit provider. Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) also operates one
weekday commuter express to Gastonia. The interaction between Gastonia Transit and CATS will
be essential as the region works towards a total mobility network. As such, Gastonia Transit will play
an important role in supporting, facilitating, and programming federal f unds for the expansion of their
system to add more regional connections and assist with the implementation of other CONNECT
Beyond recommendations to help the region create a total mobility network.

CONNECT Beyond’s Vision

The CONNECT Beyond plan will guide and coordinate f uture mobility investments for the next two
decades and serve as a blueprint f or implementing a robust, integrated public transit network that
will combine High Capacity Transit (HCT) lines, enhanced bus services, local mobility options, and
innovative transportation technologies. The vision f or CONNECT Beyond is to create a total mobility
network f or the region, including the GCLMPO planning area, that f ocuses on enhancing our
transportation inf rastructure and improving our multimodal transit network to increase transportation
choices f or all area users, both residents and visitors. With this shared regional transit vision,
GCLMPO and other regional partners will be able to plan, coord inate, and implement innovative
transportation projects that will boost regional mobility, promote equitable access, encourage
sustainable regional growth patterns, inspire community placemaking, and energize regional
economic competitiveness.

CONNECT Beyond Priorities

The recommendations included in CONNECT Beyond’s regional mobility plan are f ocused on and
aim to help address the project priorities. CONNECT Beyond’s priorities are depicted in Figure 1 and
detailed in this section.
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Figure 1: CONNECT Beyond Priorities

Increase Economic Competitiveness

To compete in a global economy, GCLMPO and its regional partners need to develop a total mobility
network that provides residents and visitors with a variety of alternative mobility options.
Transportation inf rastructure is a crucial f actor that will inf luence our region’s attractiveness and
f uture economic development and growth. A total mobility network will help our region to sustain and
expand our economic competitiveness and help promote future job growth.

Improve Transportation Choices

To improve transportation choices in the GCLMPO planning area and our region, CONNECT
Beyond seeks to develop a total mobility network that will provide residents and visitors with a
variety of alternative mobility options. Our Region’s Total Mobility Network could be made up of
existing and new public transit service options including commuter rail, light rail, streetcar, bus
rapid transit, commuter express buses, and local bus services as well as shared mobility services
like microtransit services, scooters, bikeshares, rideshare services, carpooling initiatives, and
vanpool services.

Enhance Public Transit

CONNECT Beyond is equipping GCLMPO and regional partners with the tools necessary to develop
an integrated regional public transit system. While this will increase the ease of using transit,
CONNECT Beyond aims to go f urther and elevate public transit to be a pref erred mode of
transportation throughout the region.

Promote Sustainable Regional Growth

CONNECT Beyond evaluated strategies to help the region move towards more transit-supportive
development patterns, including encouraging compact, mixed -use development within a ¼ to ½ mile
radius of public transportation stations. Transit-supportive development patterns in the GCLMPO
planning area and region will help create sustainable, livable, and walkable communities with
convenient access to public transit services that simultaneously build upon existing community
inf rastructure investments.

Advance Equity

Advancing equity is a central f ocus of CONNECT Beyond and f or GCLMPO. While there is no single
solution to tackling inequalities and inequity in our region, f ocusing on expanding transportation
choices and improving accessibility can help to enhance equity in meaningf ul and impactf ul ways.
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Encourage Environmental Stewardship

Investments in transportation choices highlighted in CONNECT Beyond will help the region achieve
air quality conf ormity standards. By working together, GCLMPO and its regional partners can help
reduce our region’s carbon dioxide emissions and steward an environmentally sustainable
transportation f uture in the CONNECT Beyond region.

Total Mobility Network

CONNECT Beyond includes key recommendations paired with specific strategies and
implementation steps to create a network that transf orms the way residents and visitors travel
throughout the region, including within and through the GCLMPO area. The end goal? A Total
Mobility Network bringing seamless connectivity by way of high-quality multimodal transportation
services. GCLMPO’s involvement in the advancement of recommendations will be crucial to the
successf ul implementation of the CONNECT Beyond vision.
The user is at the center of the CONNECT Beyond vision and the Total Mobility Network. A Total
Mobility Network includes mobility options and mobility -supportive strategies that meet the user’s
particular and constantly changing needs. Providing various mob ility options in an area allows
residents and visitors to make trips in several ways, increasing travel ef f iciency and enhancing user
experience. The region’s Total Mobility Network includes more and new public transit services such
as light rail, commuter rail, streetcar, bus rapid transit (BRT), commuter express bus, local bus
services, and shared mobility services including microtransit (paratransit and demand response
services), scooters, bikeshare, rideshare, carpool, and vanpool. The Total Mobility Network will be
supported by Mobility Hubs, Mobility-Friendly Places, and Mobility Management Strategies. See the
CONNECT Beyond Plan f or detailed descriptions of the elements making up the Total Mob ility
Network.

Mobility Moves

The CONNECT Beyond plan is a blueprint f or building a Total Mobility Network; Mobility Moves are
the building blocks to help us get there. The recommendations included in the Mobility Moves are
designed to support or strengthen one another as they are implemented across the region. As such,
they cannot be implemented independently – all Mobility Moves must be advanced to achieve the
CONNECT Beyond vision. The f ive Mobility Moves include:
o
o
o
o
o

Create Mobility-Friendly Places
Expand Mobility Choices
Strengthen Rural to Urban Connections
Build a Better Bus Network
Invest Strategic Mobility Corridors.

Understanding Regional Mobility

CONNECT Beyond conducted various analyses to better understand the region, the people who live
here, and their travel patterns. This analysis helped to understand how the region is growing and the
anticipated travel needs of our region’s f uture population. The analyses included:

GCLMPO
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1. Existing Transit Systems Evaluation

CONNECT Beyond evaluated all f ixed -route and community service providers in the 12-county
region, including Gastonia Transit and the community service providers in the GCLMPO planning
area. The evaluation included taking an inventory of services, analyzing the perf ormance of each
system, and reviewing agency transit standards and perf ormance measures. CONNECT Beyond
also conducted interviews with agency staf f and f ield observations of select routes for each f ixedroute agency to gather f irst-hand accounts of the challenges and opportunities each agency is
f acing.

2. Review Related Plans and Studies

CONNECT Beyond coordinated with previous and ongoing studies and planning ef forts
throughout the region to evaluate HCT corridors such as light rail, bus rapid transit, and
commuter rail corridors. The initiative explored f ixed -route bus service expansions and
opportunities for improving human service transportatio n connections. It also identified regional
connection points and strategies f or increased coordination.

3. Travel in Our Region

CONNECT Beyond reviewed existing and f uture travel patterns throughout the 12-county region.
Generally, much of the travel activity within the CONNECT Beyond region revolves around the
City of Charlotte in Mecklenburg County, however, there is signif icant cross-county travel across
the ten surrounding counties in North Carolina, including Anson, Cabarrus, Catawba (partial),
Cleveland, Gaston, Iredell, Lincoln, Rowan, Stanly, and Union, and two counties in South
Carolina, Lancaster, and York.

4. Public Engagement & Stakeholder Interviews

CONNECT Beyond conducted a range of engagement ac tivities and stakeholder interviews. This
included online public meetings, a survey, public comment period, and the creation of advisory
boards and working committees. Targeted stakeholder meetings with transit agency staf f were
also held to get direct input f rom those planning and operating the region’s transit systems.
This quantitative data-driven approach was critical to the development of service recommendations,
and the input f rom transit agency staf f and key stakeholders was valuable f or understandi ng the
region's priorities. A summary describing key takeaways f rom the technical review and stakeholder
meetings is described below.

Takeaways Guiding the Recommendations

Through the analysis and stakeholder meetings detailed above, several key takeaways emerged as
f undamental to creating the Total Mobility Network recommendations and are important f or the
GCLMPO planning area. Key takeways include:
•
•
•
•

There is a need to enhance transit convenience by providing better f requency, expanding
hours of service, and providing more connections around the region
There is a need to provide transf er opportunities more ef fectively between providers
There is a need f or mobility solutions in the rural communities of our region
There is a need f or better cross-jurisdictional/agency collaboration strategies, including
shared technologies
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•
•

There is a need and desire f or integrated f ares
There is a need f or f irst/last mile inf rastructure and mobility solutions

These core needs were a driving f orce behind the development of the CONNECT Beyond
recommendations.

Gaston, Cleveland, & Lincoln Counties
Gaston, Cleveland, & Lincoln Counties Metropolitan Planning Organization
Within the CONNECT Beyond region, the GCLMPO has jurisdiction over 1,140 square miles and a
population of 385,000 people. Major transportation destinations include the planning area’s
hospitals, educational f acilities, and major industrial locations such as the Freightliner Corporation in
Mt. Holly. Recreation destinations include the Daniel Stowe Botanical Gardens in Belmont and a
planned hotel and casino in Kings Mountain. In addition, many residents travel to the area around
the Charlotte Douglas International Airport in Mecklenburg County because of the signif icant
employment opportunities.

The workf orce within GCLMPO primarily commutes by driving alone (85 percent), while nine percent
carpool, and one percent walk 1. The GCLMPO planning area is are served by two f ixed -route transit
providers and three community service providers.

Transit in GCLMPO

Fixed-Route Services
Fixed-route service is provided by Gastonia Transit and currently includes six bus routes operating
according to a predetermined schedule. Additionally, CATS operates one regional express route in
partnership with the City of Gastonia. Gastonia Transit services generally operate Monday through
Friday 5:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. at 60 minute f requencies and on Saturdays f rom 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
at 120 minute f requencies. The CATS regional express route makes two a.m. trips and two p.m. trips
Monday through Friday. In addition, a midday route was added in March of 2018 to provide
additional f lexibility and accessibility.
Figure 2 depicts the f ixed route transit in GCLMPO.

1

Percentage does not total 100 due to rounding.
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Figure 2: Fixed Route Transit in GCLMPO

Community Service Providers
Community service providers operate a variety of service delivery models, including on-demand
service and f lex-route service. Community service providers mostly operate Monday through Friday,
though some operate on an alternating weekday schedule. The serv ices are largely intended to
provide transport to qualifying individuals needing access to medical or health services and who are
unable to take public transit, but some providers offer their services to the public as well. The three
community service providers in GCLMPO are Gaston County ACCESS Central Transportation,
Transportation Administration of Cleveland County, and Transportation Lincoln County.
High Capacity Transit
HCT is f requently def ined as a transit mode that of fers substantially higher level s of passenger
capacity with f ewer stops and operates at higher speeds than local bus service (resulting in reduced
travel times, which is a key attraction f or users). More elaborately, HCT is def ined by CONNECT
Beyond as a set of actions and capital investments to improve transit capacity, reliability, and travel
time within major travel corridors. Actions and investments can include changes to the design and
operation of streets and signals that benef it transit, changes to transit vehicle f leets,
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dedicated/identifiable passenger stations, and transit system improvements like off -board fare
collection, and even system branding. Treatments can be applied systematically across a transit
network to improve multiple lines or through a corridor approach to impro ve one or more transit lines
at a time.
The most common f orms of HCT include light rail transit (LRT), bus rapid transit (BRT), and modern
streetcars. Other f orms of HCT can include commuter and heavy rail systems, and highway -based
commuter express bus services. Commuter-oriented services typically provide service between
suburban community centers, park-and-ride f acilities, and urban city centers. Some communities
identif y rapid bus networks as a f orm of HCT that include f eatures like enhanced passenger s tations,
unique branding, and higher service f requencies, but do not operate in dedicated transit lanes.
Transit priority f eatures, such as queue jump lanes and signal priority, can help make rapid bus
service f aster and more reliable. HCT service is best complimented by local bus service connections
as well as adequate land uses and population/employment densities. Currently there are no HCT
services in the GCLMPO planning area. However, there are two key planning initiatives underway:
•

•

CATS Silver Line. The LYNX Silver Line is a proposed 29-mile, 29 station light rail project
f rom the City of Belmont in Gaston County, through Center City Charlotte and the Town of
Matthews, into Union County. 2 This is part of the CATS’ 2030 Transit Corridor System Plan,
which will contribute signif icantly to the region’s mobility options. The proposed LYNX Silver
Line is depicted in Figure 3.
Atlanta-Charlotte High Speed Rail Project. As part of the Atlanta to Charlotte Passenger Rail
Corridor Investment Plan (PRCIP), the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) and the
Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) are conducting a Tier 1 Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) f or the extension of the Southeast High Speed Rail (SEHSR)
corridor f rom Charlotte, North Carolina to Atlanta, Georgia. The vision of the SEHSR Corridor
is to develop an integrated passenger rail transportation solution for the Southeast, including
proposed high-speed rail f rom Washington, DC through Richmond, VA and Charlotte and
Raleigh, NC, and f rom Charlotte to Atlanta, Georgia. 3

To learn more about the CATS Silver Line ef f ort, please visit: https://charlottenc.gov/cats/transitplanning/Pages/silver-line.aspx. To learn more about the Atlanta-Charlotte High Speed rail project,
please visit: http://www.dot.ga.gov/IS/Rail/AtlantatoCharlotte.

2
3

https://charlottenc.gov/cats/transit-planning/Pages/silver-line.aspx
http://www.dot.ga.gov/IS/Rail/AtlantatoCharlotte
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Figure 3: LYNX Silver Line Project

Source: https://charlottenc.gov/cats/transit-planning/silver-line/Pages/default.aspx

Transportation Demand Management
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) programs reduce congestion by encouraging mobility
alternatives to single-occupancy vehicles (SOVs). TDM programs apply strategies and policies to
reduce travel demand and encourage more ef f icient use of the transportation system. Strategies aim
at increasing travel choices and providing incentives to reduce SOVs by promoting and helping
coordinate alternatives such as carpooling, vanpooling, transit, walking, and bicycling. The goal is to
reduce commuter or student trips during peak travel periods. Policies that reduce commuter trips
include alternative work schedules, such as teleworking and compressed workweeks. Currently
there are no TDM programs in the GCLMPO region.
Other Transportation Services
The GCLMPO area is served by other transportation options such as Amtrak and Bird Scooters.
Amtrak provides daily intercity passenger rail service f rom Gastonia to major cities throughout the
country. The Amtrak station is located at 350 Hancock Street in Gastonia, NC. The station is
approximately 1.3 miles away f rom the Gastonia Transit Center.
The City of Gastonia has an agreement with Bird Rides, Inc. to provide electric scooters to its
downtown area. On October 20, 2020, Gastonia’s city council enacted rules and regulations f or the
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scooters with the passage of a Shared Active Transportation System Ordinance that allows f or multimodal transportation in the City.

A Segmented Public Transit System

GCLMPO, as part of the CONNECT Beyond 12-county region4, is home to one of the region’s six
f ixed route providers. It is also home to two of the 11 community transp ortation providers. Whether a
person is going to school, work, or other appointments, residents of the region will be making more
and more trips within and through the GCLMPO area. The region is in need of a seamless, not
segmented, regional transit network to help f acilitate travel.
Each transit provider in our region has dif f erent routes, service f requencies, fare systems and prices,
service hours, transit amenities, and promotional public-facing websites and phone applications.
This segmented public transit system makes it dif ficult to use public transit services to commute to
work or run everyday errands and makes residents and visitors rely on private automobiles to get to
daily destinations. Additional coordination between our region’s transit providers would make it
easier f or people to use public transit services to travel around the region and seamlessly transf er
between transit services.
The GCLMPO area and the rest of the 12-county region needs an integrated transit system to
ef f ectively connect residents and visitors to goods, services, and employment. Connecting residents
and visitors to mobility options to travel across the 12-county region ensures economic mobility and
opportunity today and in the f uture. The need f or an integrated transit system led to the development
of the CONNECT Beyond initiative.

GCLMPO Recommendations
Strategic Mobility Corridors

Two HCT priority corridors, one Initial Commuter Rail Corridor, one Long-Term Commuter Rail
Corridor, and six Emerging Mobility corridors have been identif ied within the GCLMPO area. This
section covers each corridor in detail and Figure 4 depicts all the mobility corridors identified f or the
region.

Cabarrus, Rowan, Gaston, Cleveland, Lincoln, Mecklenburg, Iredell, Union, Anson, Stanly, in North
Carolina and easter York and north Lancaster counties in South Carolina.
4
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Figure 4: CONNECT Beyond Mobility Corridors

The proposed network presented by the plan requires incremental steps to build the ridership, adopt
the policies, and transf orm the communities around mobility corridors into transit -f riendly
environments that support a productive transit network. The reco mmended steps f or implementing
mobility corridors include general service improvements and line expansions f or existing transit,
changes in land use strategies to support denser and more walkable environments along transit
corridors, and implementing mobility hubs. The recommendations range f rom an immediate to longterm implementation timef rame, with the initial steps craf ted to support long-term success
In general, the identif ied corridors are well positioned for HCT given the composite score reached
af ter evaluating 10 criteria, outlined in Figure 5. The linkages, justif ication, and rating scores for each
of the identif ied corridors are described in the corridor profiles below.
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Figure 5: HCT Corridor Identification Criteria
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Plan to Implement High Capacity Transit

Implementing HCT corridors using bus rapid transit or rail technologies (streetcar, light rail,
commuter rail, heavy rail) can be f unded in part by the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Capital
Investment Grants (CIG) program. Prior to applying for f unding, a local government or transit agency
must conduct an alternative analysis to select a locally pref erred alternative identif ying the corridor
and mode type to advance through the CIG process. The alternatives analysis is a technical analysis
that looks at demographic, employment, and ridership f orecasts; it also involves an extensive public
involvement process.
Once an agency applies f or CIG f unding and is approved f or the program, Federal transit law
requires transit agencies to complete a series of steps over several years. For New Starts and Core
Capacity projects, the law requires completion of two phases in advance of receipt of a construction
grant agreement – Project Development and Engineering. For Small Starts projects, the law requires
completion of one phase in advance of receipt of a construction grant agreement – Project
Development. Figure 6 outlines the planning process f or HCT corridors seeking FTA CIG f unding ,
with additional details of essential actions within each phase outlined in Table 1. Notably, public
engagement and agency coordination are required throughout the entire CIG process.
Figure 6: Planning Process for HCT Corridors

Table 1: Essential Actions in Each CIG Phase

Phase
•

Essential Action
Complete Alternatives Analysis
• Select Locally Preferred Alternative
FTA guidance / Travel Demand Forecast
Adopting Locally Preferred Alternative into fiscally constrained Long
Range Transportation Plan
Gain Commitments of non-New Starts funding
Complete sufficient engineering and design

Planning &
Programming
(Alternatives Analysis)

•
•

NEPA (30%
Engineering)

•
•

Final Engineering

• Complete engineering design plans
• Complete 3rd Party Agreements
• Recommended for Construction Grant Agreement

Construction

• Construct HCT line
• Complete any required Operating and Maintenance Agreements
• Final systems testing

Initiate Revenue
Service

• Complete vehicle testing
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Full details of the FTA CIG process, criteria, and evaluation methodology are available online at
https://www.transit.dot.gov/CIG.
For the Recommended HCT Corridor, Initial Rail Corridor, and Long-Term Commuter Rail Corridor
identif ied by CONNECT Beyond, GCLMPO will need to initiate the local planning process outlined
above, adopt a locally preferred alternative into their long -range plan, and apply f or FTA f unding. In
addition to the other criteria, corridors will need to demonstrate strong ridership f orecasts to make
the investment a strong candidate in the competitive CIG process . As such, a key f irst step f or
GCLMPO to bring these HCT corridors to lif e is to build up transit ridership in the identif ied corridors
by implementing new express and local bus services , as well as other mobility services described
herein.

Emerging Mobility Corridors

CONNECT Beyond identif ied 24 Emerging Mobility Corridors, six of which are in GCLMPO.
Emerging Mobility Corridors are corridors that may be good candidates f or HCT investments in the
f uture but are currently better suited f or other types of transit investments like Enhanced Bus
Solutions and Mobility Solutions. Enhanced Bus and Mobility S olutions would likely help these
Emerging Mobility Corridors build a transit base and pre-position them as candidates f or future HCT
investments. As regional f unding becomes available and these Emerging Mobility Corridors grow
and densif y, they may be considered for f uture HCT investments.
Table 2: CONNECT Beyond Recommended Emerging Mobility Corridors for GCLMPO

Recommended
Corridors

Linkage

Relevant County

Relevant MPO
Region

Emerging Mobility
Corridor D
Emerging Mobility
Corridor E
Emerging Mobility
Corridor G
Emerging Mobility
Corridor I
Emerging Mobility
Corridor K
Emerging Mobility
Corridor X

Kings Mountain to
Shelby
York to Lincolnton

Cleveland

GCLMPO

Gaston; Lincoln; York

GCLMPO; RFATS

Lowesville to Denver

Lincoln; Mecklenburg;
Cabarrus
Lincoln

GCLMPO;
CRTPO; CRMPO
GCLMPO

Uptown Charlotte to
Lincolnton
Dallas to Cherryville

Gaston; Lincoln;
Mecklenburg
Gaston

GCLMPO;
CRTPO
GCLMPO

Lincolnton to Concord

Gastonia Fixed Route Transit Recommendations

For the mobility hubs, emerging mobility corridors, and HCT corridors to be actualized, the City of
Gastonia needs to optimize and increase ridership on the existing system by enhancing and
expanding services. Some of the key corridors that the City of Gastonia should focus service
improvements (e.g. increased f requency, operating span, etc.) to build ridership and advance the
HCT and mobility corridors include:
•
•

Franklin Boulevard (US 29)
US 321
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Figure 7 depicts the CONNECT Beyond recommended mobility network f or GCLMPO.
Figure 7: CONNECT Beyond Recommended Mobility Network for GCLMPO

GCLMPO Community Service Providers

Community service providers operate on a schedule optimized to provide service to specific
locations including dialysis treatment centers, employment locations, nutrition sites, and other vital
services. Community service providers generally provide servic e only to qualifying individuals who
are unable to take traditional transit service and who do not qualif y f or paratransit service.
Community transportation providers often limit mobility services to destinations within their own
counties, especially f or non-medical trips. These vital providers have a wealth of potential to
increase their impact on the communities they serve; as such CONNECT Beyond has made the
f ollowing key recommendations to all community service providers, including Transportation
Administration of Cleveland County, Transportation Lincoln County, and Gaston County ACCESS
Central Transportation:
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Community Transportation Providers should assess future service improvements

Description: Community Transportation Providers should assess, plan and deploy coordinated
deviated f ixed route services, work on consolidated human services planning, pilot new services and
dispatching solutions, and coordinate review of the ConCPT grant program, determine f uture service
improvements, and assess and pilo t service consolidation.

Standardize Policies for Cross Jurisdictional Trips

Description: Review and standardize transit provider's travel policies to allow for cross jurisdictional
trips (out of county) and more general public use trips

Study Opportunities for Consolidating with Fixed Route Providers

Description: Study the opportunity f or system consolidation between f ixed route providers and
community transportation providers.

Provide More General Use Trips

Description: Community Service Providers to pro vide more general public use trips, especially f or
non-medical reasons.

Transportation Demand Management

TDM is a set of strategies that seek to change how, when and where people travel. The goal of
TDM is to reduce the number of people driving private vehicles in general or decrease the number of
people driving during peak travel hours. TDM strategies encourage people to use alternative mobility
options, travel during off-peak hours, or reduce their overall transportation demands. TDM strategies
are either f ocused on increasing mobility options or changing travel behaviors. Figure 8
outlines examples of TDM strategies and Figure 9 elaborates on the benef its of TDM.
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Figure 8: Examples of Transportation Demand Management Strategies

Figure 9: Benefits of Transportation Demand Management

Key TDM Recommendations

CONNECT Beyond has made the f ollowing key recommendations for TDM in the region. It is
recommended the Centralina Regional Council lead the implementation of the recommendations,
though support, participation, and partnerships with all CONNECT Beyond MPOs are highly
encouraged.
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Develop a Regional TDM Plan
Timeframe: Immediate
CONNECT Beyond recommends our regional partners work together to develop a Regional TDM
Plan.
Develop a Commuter Choice Program
Timeframe: Immediate
CONNECT Beyond recommends the Centralina Regional Council and CATS work together to
develop and lead a Commuter Choice Program that would implement a variety of different TDM
strategies and would serve residents in the CONNECT Beyond region. This Commuter Choice
Program would also be charged with educating our region's residents about the importance and
benef its of TDM strategies and the alternative mobility options and programs available to them.

Additional Mobility Strategies

Expanding mobility options and access to transportation is a way to make room f or the region’s
projected growth while maintaining the region’s character and leveraging its assets. Expanding TDM,
Emerging Mobility strategies, and implementing Mobility Hubs are three additional strategies
GCLMPO can work towards to strengthen the regional mobility network .

Mobility Hubs

Mobility Hubs are places where people can conveniently access multiple travel options. Mobility
hubs can be connected by HCT, emerging mobility corridors, and existing transit systems. Mobility
hubs provide a range of integrated mobility services and supporting amenities and technologies to
f acilitate connections between destinations and the use of mobility options (e.g. electric vehicle
charging equipment). Mobility Hubs create inviting places f or people to access transit and mobility
services while also enjoying convenient retail and commercial activity nearby. They support a larger
ef f ort in the CONNECT Beyond region to attract new development with compatible land uses, in
walkable communities.
Mobility hubs can be big or small. They are designed to perf orm differently in different contexts. A
suite of hub elements can be mixed and matched to create a customized mobility hub f or each
location. Each type of mobility hub offers a collection of elements that allows the site to f unction as a
seamless mobility connector f or its given location. A Neighborhood Node hub has a small f ootprint
and serves a smaller access-shed than a large-scale Regional Connector hub. The Regional
Connector hub has a large f ootprint, provides access f or HCT modes, and serves a large access
shed ref lecting regional demand. See the CONNECT Beyond Report f or details on the different
mobility hub types and characteristics.
CONNECT Beyond identified a total of 20 mobility hubs in GCLMPO as key network
connections for the region’s total mobility network. The mobility hubs are depicted in Figure 10
and need f urther ref inement based on land use and demographic analyses, as well as based on
details of new routing as the system expands.
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Figure 10: CONNECT Beyond Recommended Mobility Network and Hubs for GCLMPO

Create Mobility-Friendly Places

Mobility-f riendly places are vibrant communities where residents can live, work, shop, and play. They
are one-stop environments where everyday destinations and resources are close by and easy to
access. They are created by implementing mobility-supportive development, which is a compact,
mixed-use, walkable development with multiple mobility options. Mobility-supportive development
strategies are most ef f ective when applied to the quarter- to a half -mile radius around a transit stop
or station, transit corridor, or major activity center such as a downtown or other mixed -use
destination, such as a mobility hub. The goal of this pattern of land development is to create mobilityf riendly places by providing a high-quality mobility network that is convenient, saf e, and accessible
so that community members are encouraged to walk, bike, or ride public transit rather than relying
solely on private automobiles f or transportation needs. Creating mobility friendly places in the
GCLMPO region will ensure current and f uture Gastonia Transit services and community service
provider services are connected to each other and other mobility options to improve travel options
across the region. CONNECT Beyond’s Creating Mobility-Friendly places can help GCLMPO plan
f or seamless travel options for their residents. See the CONNECT Beyond Plan f or specific
recommendations on Creating Mobility-Friendly Places.
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Further the Customer Experience Culture

To encourage residents and visitors to use alternative mobility services, GCLMPO must work
with regional partners to ensure these mobility services are easy and pleasant to use. The customer
experience can be enhanced by implementing technologies which make it easier to plan trips and
make payments. There are many technologies available to implement both recommendations, but
the region will need to coordinate on evaluating which option is most appropriate. GCLMPO’s
leadership in gaining participation f rom all providers will be essential f or successfully implementing
the strategies and technologies aimed at enhancing the user experience. See the CONNECT
Beyond Plan f or specific recommendations on Furthering the Customer Experience Culture.

Emerging Mobility Trends

New technologies and modes, including mapping applications, electric scooters and bikes, electric
cars, and ride-sharing services like Uber and Lyf t, have changed the way people move around. The
transf ormation of our mobility landscape and the adoption of emerging mobility services and
technologies make it easier and more ef f icient for people to get to where they want and need to go
by providing more transportation choices. Emerging mobility services also play a critical role in
providing f irst- and last-mile connections, the distance one has to travel between the closest transit
stops and a person's start or end destination. Improving first - and last-mile connections makes it
easier and more convenient f or people to travel using public transportation services.
Emerging mobility trends include autonomous vehicles and shuttles, connected vehicles, electric and
alternative f uel vehicles, ridesharing services, microtransit, car sharing, and mobility as a service
sof twares. GCLMPO should support regional partners in their ef f ort to transition to electric or
alternative f uels as well. Participating in the recommended Emerging Mobility Working Group will be
vital as regional partners look to strategically locate investments in electric inf rastructure. See
the CONNECT Beyond Plan f or specific recommendations on Emerging Mobility Trends.

Maintaining Our Momentum

The CONNECT Beyond plan was developed in close coordination with regional partners, including
GCLMPO. Together, regional partners cultivated a vision f or the region’s mobility f uture and
strategically mapped out recommendations f or how to make this vision a reality. It is now in the
hands of TPOs and local jurisdictions to maintain the momentum and continue to move mobility
f orward by working together to implement the recommendations included in CONNECT Beyond’s
regional mobility plan.
Many of the recommendations included in CONNECT Beyond’s regional mobility plan are purposely
high-level and will need f urther evaluation and more ref ined analysis bef ore they can be
implemented. The recommendations are robust starting points and represent a f oundation and
vision f or GCLMPO and other regional partners to advance and carry out. The pathway to
implementation will vary f or each recommendation, but collaborative partnerships will be the key to
success f or every recommendation in the CONNECT Beyond regional mobility plan.
During development of this regional mobility plan, members of the CONNECT Beyond Funding and
Partnerships Working Group and Joint Advisory Committees expressed the critical role that regional
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collaboration will play in pursuing f unding opportunities and implementing CONNECT Beyond’s
recommendations. The region is already successf ully working together to coordinate the many
moving parts of our transportation system. Regional collaboration will remain a top priority for
CONNECT Beyond as the region moves toward implementation of the recommendations.
To maintain our regional momentum, CONNECT Beyond developed a recommended pathway to
implementation that will help guide GCLMPO and regional partners as they work together to
implement CONNECT Beyond’s recommendations. CONNECT Beyond recommends the pathway to
implementation be divided into two phases. The First Implementation Phase should f ocus on
implementing CONNECT Beyond’s immediate and near-term recommendations, while the Second
Implementation Phase should f ocus on implementing CONNECT Beyond’s mid-term and long-term
recommendations.
During the First Implementation Phase, CONNECT Beyond recommends that our regional
partners work together to:
Create a Phase 1 Implementation Team.
Hire a CONNECT Beyond Implementation Manager.
Reconvene the CONNECT Beyond Partnerships & Funding Working Group to explore
regional partnership structures.

•
•
•

During this Second Implementation Phase, CONNECT Beyond recommends that our regional
partners work together to:
•
•

Establish the regional partnership structure recommended by the reconvened CONNECT
Beyond Partnerships & Funding Working Group.
This regional partnership structure will become the CONNECT Beyond Phase 2
Implementation Team.

To ensure an interconnected mobility network, GCLMPO must continue to be engaged and remain
committed to supporting and f urthering the CONNECT Beyond vision.

Key Partnership Recommendations

CONNECT Beyond Implementation Manager
Timeframe: Immediate
To ensure regional coordination during implementation, CONNECT Beyond recommends
establishing near-term working agreements among the CONNECT Beyond regional partners and
seeking f unding f rom the metropolitan planning organizations to create a dedicated CONNECT
Beyond Implementation Manager position. This CONNECT Beyond Implementation Manager will
work to f acilitate collaboration between regional partners and lead the CONNECT Beyond Phase 1
Implementation Team, depicted in Figure 11, as they implement the immediate and near-term
CONNECT Beyond recommendations.
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Figure 11: CONNECT Beyond Implementation Team Organization

Develop CONNECT Beyond Phase 1 Implementation Team

Timeframe: Immediate
Centralina Regional Council should identif y f unding and increase staf fing capacity to support the
CONNECT Beyond Phase 1 Implementation Team. Regional partners, including transportation
planning organizations and area transit agencies, should assign and allocate necessary staf f time
and resources to support the CONNECT Beyond Phase 1 Implementation Team. The Phase 1
Implementation Team will be tasked with carrying f orward the immediate and near-term CONNECT
Beyond recommendations until a more f ormal region-wide partnership structure can be implemented
(i.e., the Phase 2 Implementation Team). The CONNECT Beyond Phase 1 Implementation Team
will be led and supervised by the CONNECT Beyond Implementation Manager and will report to
regional partners on a bi-annual basis about the progress of implementing CONNECT Beyond’s
recommendations.
The CONNECT Beyond Funding & Partnership Working Group will help the Phase 1 Implementation
Team to def ine and launch the regional partnership structure that will make up the Phase 2
Implementation Team. The Phase 2 Implementation Team will be responsible f or carrying out the
mid-term and long-term CONNECT Beyond recommendations and will lead and coordinate regional
mobility planning ef forts in the f uture.

Explore Regional Partnership Structures

Timeframe: Immediate
CONNECT Beyond’s Funding & Partnership Working Group will reconvene and expand to continue
exploring potential regional partnership structures to help guide the f ull implementation of CONNECT
Beyond’s regional mobility plan, specifically, mid-term and long-term recommendations, and help
coordinate a cross-county f unding strategy to pay for these programs and initiatives. It is important
that the CONNECT Beyond Funding & Partnership Working Group explores potential structures and
makes a recommendation f or the type of regional partnership structure that they believe would be
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best suited f or our region, because the regional partnership structure that is recommended will
become the CONNECT Beyond Phase 2 Implementation Team.
The Phase 2 Implementation Team will be responsible f or carrying out the mid -term and long-term
CONNECT Beyond recommendations and will lead and coordinate regional mobility planning efforts
in the f uture. It is our hope that the regional collaboration, partnerships, and personal relationships
developed during the creation and implementation of CONNECT Beyond will benef it our region long
af ter this regional mobility plan is released.

Analyze Agency Staffing Needs

Timeframe: Near-Term
Existing agency staff, from technical personnel to operators, have enabled the region to sustain the
current level of service; however, CONNECT Beyond is a vision that will expand the region beyond
our current level of service. The f irst step in completing this vis ion is to assess current agency
staf f ing levels and how those match the recommended vision of CONNECT Beyond. Regional
partners should then work towards increasing the f unding available to planning and transit agencies
to hire additional employees, increasing the number of planning and transit operations staf f.

Create a Regional Partnership Structure to Carry Out CONNECT Beyond

Timeframe: Mid-Term
Af ter the CONNECT Beyond Funding & Partnership Working Group explores regional partnership
structures and makes a recommendation, our regional partners need to work together to implement
a regional partnership structure that can help carry out CONNECT Beyond’s vision. This regional
partnership structure will be the CONNECT Beyond Phase 2 Implementation Team. We suggest that
this Phase 2 Implementation Team develops a cross -county funding strategy for CONNECT Beyond
and works together to implement the mid -term and long-term CONNECT Beyond recommendations.

Funding CONNECT Beyond Recommendations

The GCLMPO 2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) includes transit services that
encompasses various/several transit modes in the GCLMPO region. The transit system is supported
by f ederal, regional, and local f unding sources. Federal f unds are directed to the transit system in
the region by way of f ormula and competitive programs administered by the FTA and Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA). Currently, there are no regional f unding sources to support transit
across the 12-county region. Local f unding sources include ded icated transit or transportation sales
taxes, municipal general f unds, revenue f rom transit f ares, advertisement sales, and other f unding
sources. In GCLMPO, transit is f unded through f ederal f unds, local f unds, and f are box revenue.

Figure 12 depicts the primary f inancial resources f or transit in the GCLMPO area.
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Figure 12: GCLMPO Funding Sources

Determining how f und the CONNECT Beyond recommendations is vital to the overall success of this
regional mobility plan. Funding is a key component o f CONNECT Beyond’s recommended Pathway
to Implementation.
In order f or this regional mobility plan to be implemented, developing clear cost estimates and
f unding sources will be essential. By working with surrounding MPOs, GCLMPO will have more
power to secure resources f rom state and f ederal programs. CONNECT Beyond’s f unding
recommendations help ensure that all jurisdictions can proceed forward on their own timelines , but
which create mechanisms to implement a truly regional Total Mobility Network.

Key Funding Recommendations
Conduct Revenue Source Analysis

Timeframe: Near-Term
We recommend that in the near-term, CONNECT Beyond’s regional partners work together to
develop a methodology for a revenue source analysis and conduct the analysis f or each county in
the CONNECT Beyond region. This analysis would evaluate po tential revenue streams that could
provide potential f unding for the recommendations included in the CONNECT Beyond regional
mobility plan. One example of a potential revenue stream is a sales tax yield. Understanding the
dif f erent possible revenue streams f or each county and how much each potential revenue stream
would produce is an essential step in the process of developing a collaborative cross -county funding
strategy to pay f or the implementation of CONNECT Beyond.
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Conduct a Regional Financial Capacity Assessment

Timeframe: Near-Term
We recommend that CONNECT Beyond’s regional partners work together to conduct a regional
f inancial capacity study to better understand the level of f unding and resources needed to implement
the CONNECT Beyond plan. This analysis will not only help our regional partners \ understand the
estimated f unding necessary to implement specific recommendations, but also to identify potential
fGCLMPO
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Coordinate Regional Funding Requests
Timeframe: Near-Term

Conduct a Regional Financial Capacity Assessment

Timeframe: Near-Term
We recommend that CONNECT Beyond’s regional partners work together to conduct a regional
f inancial capacity study to better understand the level of f unding and resources needed to implement
the CONNECT Beyond plan. This analysis will not only help our regional partners \ understand the
estimated f unding necessary to implement specific recommendations, but also to identify potential
f unding sources and necessary next steps to secure specif ic funding streams.

Coordinate Regional Funding Requests

Timeframe: Near-Term
CONNECT Beyond’s regional partners should work together as a voluntary coalition to coordinate a
strategy f or how to seek a f unding authorization request f rom the North Carolina General Assembly,
South Carolina General Assembly, and the FTA. This voluntary coalition of
CONNECT Beyond’s regional partners should include local elected officials f rom around the region,
local government staf f leadership, transportation planning organization staff, and agency
executives f rom both fixed-route and community service transit providers.
This coalition will work together to develop a lobbying strategy for how they are going to approach
the f unding authorization request, what they are going to jointly communicate to lawmakers and
f ederal agency staf f about CONNECT Beyond and the need f or f und ing, and when they are going to
start making this request. Having a coordinated strategy to guide the f unding authorization request
process will be more impactf ul than any single regional partner making this f unding request
alone. Developing a coordinated strategy will demonstrate to state lawmakers and the FTA that this
voluntary coalition of regional partners are united by a shared vision and have developed a datadriven, action-oriented regional mobility plan that will utilize a two -phase approach to implement
proactive recommendations to enhance mobility in the CONNECT Beyond region.
It is important to f ormalize coordination while also enabling each jurisdiction to define their own
approach and timing. While each county will be ready at dif f erent times, this coalition aims to
develop a pragmatic approach f or how to ensure these recommendations are continually
implemented over the next twenty years.

Conclusion
The regional mobility plan comes at an important time as the CONNECT Beyond region is projected
to experience exponential population and employment growth over the next twenty years. As the
region grows, there will also be a substantial increase in transportation needs. This plan was created
to help the region’s partners increase the quality of the mobility network and prepare to meet f uture
transportation needs. The region needs to work together to chart a new way f orward and f ocus on
developing a total mobility network that will provide a variety of mobility options for residents and
visitors to use to travel seamlessly around the 12-county region. This plan is the blueprint f or how to
build a total mobility network to better connect the region and the plan’s recommendations are the
building blocks.
By working together, the region can build a total mobility network that would undoubtedly enhance
mobility
f or everyone
and
make it easier
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plan can make the region a better, stronger, and more inclusive place to live, work, and play. To
make the CONNECT Beyond plan a reality, the region must maintain its momentum by continuing to
collaborate to implement the CONNECT Beyond recommendations. Together, the region can make
CONNECT Beyond’s vision of a total mobility network a reality.
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